
Quite Rather

Name: Result: Date: __/20  __/__/20__

Yes, there was some with a nice fluffy cat upon it, and she left the shop
_________ satisfied with her first purchase.
1.

He was smiling, but _________ sadly; yet he laughed outright when I,
carried beyond boyish shame by my indignation, broke into a tirade and threw
back at him something of what he had taught me.

2.

Love, dear, is the product of such rare conditions that it is _________
possible to live a lifetime without coming across the being on whom nature
has bestowed the power of making one's happiness.

3.

Every man in whose veins flowed Egyptian blood listened to him
attentively, took pleasure in his projects, and was _________ ready to do his
utmost to enhance the glories of this ceremonial, in which every one was to
take part either active or passive.

4.

He was very gentle in his manner, and spoke in a low voice and
_________ diffidently.
5.

Even had it been a savage creature, he knew it could not climb a
tree-though there are two smaller species of ant-bears in South America that
can-and he therefore knew he was _________ safe on his perch.

6.

The figure was short and _________ slight, dressed in some light
summer-material, wearing one of the light jockey hats of the time, and
sheltered from the hot morning sun by a parasol of dimensions too large to be
fashionable.

7.

Duncan took occasion to assure them he had done the best that
circumstances permitted, and, as he believed, _________ enough for the
security of their feelings; of danger there was none.

8.

He was _________ undersized, and weighed in the neighborhood of 125
pounds.
9.

And _________ unwillingly the money-lender followed Dave and Ben to a
secluded corner of the railroad station.
10.
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Mr. McGregor was _________ sure that Peter was somewhere in the
tool-shed, perhaps hidden underneath a flower-pot.
11.

And besides, boys _________ bored Dolly, to whom dancing, as yet, was
merely a particularly delightful form of exercise, and who had no precocious
tendencies to coquetry.

12.

He thought he was, he smiled; he sat down on the divan not far from her
sofa and gazed at her in a _________ shamefaced way.
13.

The beautiful singer seemed but half appeased by this _________ curt
apology.
14.

Graham sat beside Shirley in the little crowded church during the
_________ monotonous service.
15.

Contrary to explicit resolve, in short, he had been making a fresh attempt
at his new novel, hoping- _________ weakly-that his mind wasn't quite so
unsettled as he secretly knew it was.

16.

You might, perhaps, think that because we know what each was about to
say, the words would remain unsaid, and we would, therefore, be a
_________ taciturn people.

17.

After this gale the atmosphere seemed to be _________ cleared, and we
enjoyed a week of such remarkably fine weather as seldom occurs at this
season of the year.

18.

On the other hand, people accustomed to eating fat ducks and the eggs
of ducks, which contain a much higher percentage of fat than hens' eggs,
often consider the flesh and eggs of fowls _________ insipid.

19.

The outside is built entirely in white marble and is of admirable
workmanship, but it is a question whether the equal subdivision of the several
storeys is not _________ monotonous.

20.
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